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Mrs. Vandana Tandon, The Principal, Mrs. Pramila
Mishra, Academic Director and Mrs. Pushpa Jindal,
Academic Co-ordinator virtually enlightened KMS
Staff on New Education Policy 2021

New Education Policy-2020

STUDENTS
SPEAK

NEP ( New Education Policy) Recently, the
National Education Policy 2020, was announced
by the Ministry of Human Resource
Development. The policy is aimed at
transforming the Indian education system to
meet the needs of the 21st Century. The new
policy seeks rectification of poor literacy and
numeracy outcomes associated with primary
schools, reduction in dropout levels in middle
and secondary schools. Apart from this, the
policy also focuses on early childhood care,
restructuring curriculum, reforming
assessments and exams, and investing in
teacher training and broad-basing their
performance. The NEP proposes the extension of
the Right to Education (RTE) to all children.

DIVYANKA X-B

EDUCATION IS NOT A PRIVILEGE BUT A RIGHT
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

This policy has been initiated by the Indian
government replacing the previous educational
policy framed back in 1986.
Under this policy there won't be any rigid separation
between academic, extra curricular activities or
vocational streams.
The government is also providing children with
special needs the same opportunities for obtaining
quality education as any other child.
The 10+2 structure of school curriculum has been
replaced by a 5+3+3+4 curricular structure to
prevent sudden change of study pattern and to boost
understanding.
According to the government all the educational
institutions will be held to similar standards of audit
and disclosure as a ' not - for - profit ' entity .
As earlier, the tribal children found their studies to
be irrelevant and foreign to their lives so now
‘English' is no longer considered mandatory ,
providing the whole country a single standard of
basic education
As..."EDUCATION IS NOT A PRIVILEGE BUT A RIGHT!“

STUDENTS
SPEAK

34 year old policy scrapped….
Less Theoretical, More Practical

Change from
“What to think” to “How to think…”
•
•

•

•

In my opinion New Education Policy is a great
change for upcoming generation who is going
to study with it
In my perspective, NEP 2020 brings
opportunities to students like brain
development , creativeness and natural
values and goals. Especially when PM Modi
said that they have been focusing on
transition from "what to think " to “how to
think".
Change in the Education Policy is a major way
to provide the students better opportunities
which will lead them to become better
professionals and human beings.
The NEP 2020 is ambitious and futuristic for
students.

Unnati Dogra 12-I

English to start from class VI….
Books to be printed in Mother Tongue…. till Class V
❖ In a bid to promote regional and local languages, English will
take a back seat if this is implemented. Introducing learning in
English directly in class6 will prove to be very hard for children
who are from lower background.
❖ Bringing forward textbook in each and every subject in each of
our mother tongue is a herculean task in itself.
❖ With the New Education Policy, the government plans to spend
6% of India’s GDP , but if government is serious about it then
why didn't they make a law to make it mandatory.
❖ NEP 2020 is a progressive and forward looking document that
addresses the flaws of current education system.
❖ However, it is also a highly regulated but poorly funded policy
which is not free from old approach to education.
❖ The basic principles are good but it does not talk about means
to implement the policy in order to meet the future needs and
demands of education.

Himani XII H

Inculcate traditional Indian values…
In my opinion, the main hazard with
the New Education Policy is that it
proposes to inculcate traditional
Indian values and constitutional
values. I just can't understand Which
Indian values are they talking about?
Do you think it is the content of
Manusmriti? Anyway, in my view, they
should include universal human
values instead of traditional Indian
values. I'm reposing hope in the
democratic section of the society.
Samridi Sishodia

XII - I

To lead a life with dignity ….. reclaim glorious days of past.

•

New Education Policy has come up with changes that have been necessary for a long time.
Now these changes will take immense burden off the shoulders of the students, and might
result in more kids getting engaged in extracurricular activities and sports.

•

The government politicians and policy makers should make sure
that all students get equal opportunities regardless of their background.

•

The National Education Policy 2020 wants to wean school children away from private
tuition and coaching classes, focus on regular formative assessment for learning rather
than the summative assessment that encourages today’s coaching culture.

•

The NEP also reveals the government’s intention to make CBSE Board exams easier and
more flexible that will test a child’s core competencies and capacities.

KAMINI

XII H

Education …. the spine of every nation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Increasing the fund allocation spent on education from 3 to 6% of GDP.
NEP aims to boost up the gross enrolment ratio to 100% by 2030.
The points included in NEP, if briefed, would be, the squashing of the earlier (10+2) framework and making to a better
(5+3+3+4) system. Discarding those rigid distinctions of streams after 11th and providing more flexibility to discover subjects.
Aiming at providing universal access to quality education, NEP suggests improvised modifications and makes the standard of
our wretched education system apt with the world class level.
Introduction of local, regional languages till class 5.
This is certainly unbelievable that in 6th grade when the students of rest of the world learn about apps and designing, the
students here are still cramming about Microsoft office. Hence NEP is introducing coding in 6th class itself
Introducing vocational subjects and providing internships to kids.
It’s heart breaking to hear that only 25% of students graduating from high school in India go on to pursue higher education.
NEP aims to improvise all these statistics and bring the universalization of education.
The major setback of our education system was the model of rote learning. Students cramming all the matter and forcing it
into their heads. But now NEP gives an opportunity and space for students to discover their curiosity, creativity and ability
basically focusing more on concept understanding rather than memorizing.
If my view point is considered worthy, if it matters even the least, I would say that NEP is the best way to respond to all the
criticisms and gaps in our education system.
This is a very appreciable step by the government to enhance the practical knowledge among the kids and lead the bright
minds of our nation towards a brighter future.

MEDHA ANAND

Tanushree Dutta IX

•

For making a building, the foundation must be
strong… so that the building can be stable.
Similarly for building a strong and successful
nation the education given to the citizens is a
matter of great concern. Focusing on this agenda,
the NEP has brought some major changes in the
education system of India so that the education
given to the school students is more effective and
productive.

•

The New Education Policy is working in a way that
the upcoming generation can take education as a
playful thing rather than a burden.

Kunal Garg XI B

Winning isn't everything....And to a contestant it's as essential as
breathing"...And our students strive hard to reach their goal

The efforts of Yash Pandey and Akshat
proved to be fruitful and they bagged away
second position in e - Poster Making
competition in the series of Pushpanjali
competitions organised by DAV school. In
the same series Ipshita and Nikhil of class
X and Daksh and Ishana of class IX bagged
away third position in Cinematics
competition and maintaining the same
momentum adding another feather to the
cap Vaibhav Mishra of IX standard bagged
second position in Mind Scribble
competition. Khushi Tyagi of IX got
consolation prize in Let the Music Speak
competition in Synergia at Vandana
International School under the guidance of
mentors Mrs.Kanchan Prabha,Mr Rohit
Kumar and Mr Triloki Dass respectively.
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Ipshita class X
Nikhil Class X
Dakshat Class IX
Ishana Garg Class IX
Khushi Tyagi Class IX
Vaibhav Mishra Class IX

It was a moment of achievement for KMS when Sakshi Sinha, XII H bagged 2nd
position for her conviction in the topic “The Voice of Truth”.
You make us Proud!!!

SAKSHI SINHA XII H
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To commemorate this
festival, an activity was
organised for the students
of class IX and X, Kamal
Model Senior Secondary
school on 3 August 2020.
Students made beautiful
Rakhis and cards.

RAM JANMABHUMI
Few Facts
• Ayodhya, considered as the birthplace of Hindu deity Rama.

•It’s been a place of great devotion for Hindus.

•But in the year 1528 king Babur ordered his
commander Mir Baqi to erect mosque at Ayodhya
as the symbol of Muslim conquest.
•It became a place of confrontation
between Hindus and Muslims.
•Finally on 6th December 1992 a mob of 1.5 lakh

demolished Babri Masjid.

A Historical Turning Point
.

´ On 9th November 2019,Supreme

Court passed its judgement on
the Ram Mandir case.
´

Court ordered GOI to create a trust
to build the Ram Mandir and within
3 months the land will be owned
by Government of India.

´

Court ordered allocation of 2.77
acre land for establishing Ram
Mandir & an alternative land of 5
acre to be allocated to Sunni
Waqf Board for the construction of
Mosque.

´

On 12th December 2019 Supreme
Court dismissed all the 18 petitions
claimed by Shia waqf board for the
ownership of Babri Masjid.

National Handloom Day
Ingenious ....work of genius
by making threads synchronous.

A Cleanliness Mind Map....
Gandagi Mukt Bharat

To play our part in this nation wide mission, our students of class 9th to 12th celebrated ‘Gangadi Mukt
Bharat’ week and prepared posters, e-posters and slogans. Other activities such as role play, cleanliness
drive were also organized. Students prepared informative and expressive videos spreading the
importance of cleanliness in every nook and corner of the country.

1....The Art of Living is focused
on reviving a green Earth and
our volunteers around the
world strive to make this
positive difference by planting
and protecting as many
indigenous trees as possible.

2.....One of the landmark
events was the 'MISSION
GREEN BHARAT' which saw the
plantation of 9.6 million trees
in the year 2008.

3....The aim is 'to encourage
people to plant trees’.

Nurturing Nature, Nurturing Future
When you plant a tree 🌱, You plant a
hope. If you really care for earth 🌎
and know it's worth, So to make it
pollution free, Plant a tree, Plant a tree,
Plant a tree
And here at KMS students really
know the worth of pollution free
earth. Like every year , the
Plantation Day was celebrated on
12th August 2020 by the students
of Kamal model Sr. Sec.school with
great pomp and show but this time
mode of celebration was quite
different from earlier years
because of covid 19. Instead of
assembling in school premises
students expressed their
commitment towards environment
through posters, slogans ,planting
saplings etc to express their love
for nature🌿🍃.

SEGREGATE ONE USE
PLASTIC
Throwing one use plastic
,can be drastic ,
for environment because
with nature,
There is no adjustment.

भाद्रपद में कृष्ण पक्ष की
अष्टमी तिथि को जन्माष्टमी
का त्योहार मनाया जािा है ।
धार्मिक मान्यिा है कक
भगवान ववष्णु ने पथ्
ृ वी को
पावपयों से मक्
ु ि करने के
र्िए श्रीकृष्ण के रूप में इसी
ददन मध्यरात्रि को अविार
र्िया िा। श्रीकृष्ण के अविार
का महत्वपण
ू ि कारण िा कंस का वध।

जन्माष्टमी

JANAMASHTAMI
From birth to salvation
from love to karma
before we dive
He stands beside
Preaching the lesson called life.....

One, who is the reason of our
birth, we immortals mark his
birth and call it Janmashtami.
With devotion and love for
Krishna in their hearts, the
students of Kamal Model Sr. Sec.
School prepared posters,
paintings and displayed photos
of their decorated homes and
temples.

Wall Painting:
Innovative and innervating
To paint a wall is to equant a wall,
to brace it with emotions,
to ornate it with everlasting
notions.

To express their emotions and
creativity, KMS students
celebrated All India Wall
Painting Day. After the
creation of wonderful and
mesmerising paintings by
students, it would not be an
exaggeration to say that
these are our future Picassos'.

Ganesh ji ka anushthan, aavahan....Ganesh Chaturthi

India is a cradle of human race,
Human speech's, birth place,
The mother of history, The grand mother of legends,
The great grand mother of traditions, Whose Independence
we celebrate with passion and,
This is our nation's greatest celebration.
KMS students prepared posters, slogans, recited poems and
made floral Rangolis in tri-colour. Speeches and short skits
were the show stealers. Solo dance performances on patriotic
songs exhibited their devotion and enthusiasm for the day.

Virtual Felicitation Day at
Kamal Model… It is our
legacy to appreciate each and
every effort of the students.
While maintaining the same
momentum even in this
lockdown phase, students
were awarded for their
outstanding performances in
various fields. Appreciation
and recognition works like
fuel for the engine of
performance. Each effort is
valuable as it inculcates a
winning attitude in them. At
Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School
we felicitated the students
wholeheartedly.
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